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A Critical Review of the Implied Cost of Equity: A New Way to Estimate
the Expected Return
Abstract

For the last three decades, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) has been a dominant model to calculate
expected return. In early 1990% Fama and French (1992) developed the Fama and French Three Factor
model by adding two additional factors to the CAPM. However even with these present models, it has been
found that estimates of the expected return are not accurate (Elton, 1999; Fama &French, 1997). Botosan
(1997) introduced a new approach to estimate the expected return. This approach employs an equity
valuation model to calculate the internal rate of return (IRR) which is often called, 'implied cost of equity
capital" as a proxy of the expected return. This approach has been gaining in popularity among researchers. A
critical review of the literature will help inform hospitality researchers regarding the issue and encourage them
to implement the new approach into their own studies.
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A Critical Review of the Implied Cost of Equity:
A New Way to Estimate the Expected Return
By Seoki Lee, and Arun Upneja
For the /&three durades, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) has been a dominant model to
cahhte expected return. In ear4 1990% Fama ond French (1992) developed the Fama and French Thne
Factorhfodel tg adding two addihonalfactors to the CAPM. how ewe^ even with thesepnua/ent models, it h a
beenfound that atimates $the eqected return are not a c m t e (Elton,1999; Fama &French, 1997). Botosan
(1997) intmduced a neu8@much to estimate the expected return. This appmach etiqlvr an equi9 ua/uabon
model to cahIate the internal rat? ofnturn (lmwhich
) is ofin called, '?imptied cost $equiQ cupital" as a
prov ofthe expPced return. Thii approach has beengaining inpopu/anQ among reseanhers. A miical ~wiew
ofthe Literature d l he& infnn hospifnfi@reseanhers regarding the issue and encourage them to itiqhment the
new approach into their oua studies.

Introduction
The importance of equity premium has been well documented in the finance literature.
Equity premium, which is the difference between the expected return on risky stocks (expected
return, hereafter) and the risk free rate, is considered as one of the most important consepts in
finance (Cornell, 1999; Dimson, Marsh & Staunton, 2002). Because the risk free rate is easy to
find, even though some arguments still exist, the key factor to compute the equity premium is
expected return (or, equivalently, cost of equity). In search for ways to estimate the expected
return, Sharpe (1964), h t n e r (1965), and Black (1972) made significant contiibutions by
developing the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). CAPM has been the dominant model used
to calculate the expected return for the last three decades in the financial community for both
academicians and practitioners. However, Fama and French (1992 & 1993) argued that market
data alone is not good enough to explain the expected return and included two more factors (size
and the book-to-market equity ratio) in the model. This extended model is known as the Fama
and French Three Factor model and gained popularity in late 1990's. However, even with these
models, it has been found that estimates of the expected return are not accurate (Elton, 1999;
Fama & French, 1997).
Botosan (199'7) introduced a new approach to estimate the expected return. Her
approach employs an equity valuation model to calculate the internal rate of return (IRR)which
is often called, "implied cost of equity capital" as a proxy for the expected return. Tbe approach
has been investigated extensively by many researchers in recent years. Our study provides a
critical review of the literature regarding t h s newly developed approach. We believe that this
critical review will provide valuable knowledge to the hospitaJq accounting and finance
researchers and hopefully encourage them to implement this new approach in their studies.

This paper d l discuss the equity premium issue as the first pan of the critical review of
literature. The CAPM and the Fama and French Three Factor Model will be discussed in the
second part and the implied cost of equity capital literature will be extensively reviewed as the
final part of the critical review scction. Apphcations to the hospitality literature will be followed
and the study wiU end with our conclusions.

Review of the Literature
I. Equity Premium
Equity premium has been one of the most important numbers in fmancial literature and
community (Dimson, et al., 2002). The term is defmed as the difference between expected
return and the risk free rate (Cornell, 1999). In other words, equity premium is the additional
return, on top of the risk free rate, that investors require in order to invest in risky stocks. Two
government securities have often been used as a proxy of the risk free rate, the short-term
treasury bills and long-term treasur). bonds. Among sholt-tern treasury bids, the 1-month
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treasury bill is widely used. Among long-term t r e a s q bonds, the 10-year ueasuty bond is often
used in the academic studies, but the 5.. 20- and 30-year treasury bonds are also used. The 1month treasury b
ill is considered the better proxy for the risk free rate because the long-term
treasury bonds are exposed to inflation risk and therefore, have additional premiums to
compensate this risk (Dimson, rt al., 2002). Because it is relatively easy to obtain the reliable risk
free rate, the critical estimation process comes down to estimating the expected renun,
equivalently, the cost of equity.
Equity premium is essential to making sound decisions in rcgard to invesunent,
financing, and saving. Therefore, accurate estimates of equity premium will work for investors,
executives, managers, and fmancial analysts as a reliable and critical tool while inaccurate
estimates will work against thrm. More specifically, estimates of equity premium are used,
among others, in the following situations: 1) making asset allocation decisions, 2) makmg
planning decisions for pension funds and retirees, 3) making corporate investment decisions, and
4) for equity valuation purpose. Every investor has to make a decision on how to allocate his or
her investment assets among stock, Fled-income securities, and others. One critical decision
making component in the asset allocation procedure is expected returns for the competing asset
dasses. With reliable and accurate information about expected return, an investor can achieve
the maximized asset allocation. Equity premium also plays an important role in planning
decisions for pension Funds and retirees. People who are planning for retirement must estimare
their future hnds. For bed-income securities, Future funds computation is not complex
because the yields are bed. For stocks, on the other hand, peoph have to estimate the equity
premium to calculate their fumre funds correctly. In addition, firms that offer defined-bcnefit
retirrmrnt plans, have to estimate equity premium to f p r e out the amount of expected
contribution to pension plans. Another fundamental role equity premium plays arises when a
corporation makes an investment decision. Most fmancc textbooks teach that fums should
undertake projects with a positive net present value (NPV). NPV calculation requires the
oppormnity cost (or the required rate of retum) which doubles as the discount rate in the
computation. Estimation of this discount rate depends on the equity premium. Lastly, equity
premium is a crucial determinant in stock valuation process. The equity premium determines the
discount rate in stock valuation. Celerisp~3ur,if the equity premium falls, thr stock value rises
because the discount rate falls (Cornell, 1999; Dimson, et al., 2002).
The importance of the equity premium is due to its central role in many important
financial decision making processes, as mentioned above. Because of the importance of the
equity premium, CAPM and the Fama and French Three Factor Model have been developed to
estimate i t The following section will discuss thcse two models.
11. Capital Asset Pricing Model and Fama & French Three Factor Model
Sharpe (1964) initially introduced the idea of the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) and
later Lintner (1965) and Black (1972) made additional contributions to CAPM. The central idea
of thc model is that the expected retum is positively and proportionally related to market beta
( 8 ) which represents systematic or undiversifiable risk. The CAPM equation is as follows:

E(R)-R/ = j 3 k ( ~ , ) - R J j
where,

E(R) : expected return on equity

Rf :risk free rate
E(R,): expected market return
j3 : systematic risk
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The equity premium is defined as the expected return on equity minus the risk free rate,
[ E ( R )- R, 1, and the market premium is defined in the same manner as the expected market
return minus the risk free rate,

[ E ( R , ) - R,] (Brealey & Myers, 2003).

Black, Jensen, and Scholes (1972) and Fama and MacBeth (1973) empirically examined
CAPM and found a positive relation between the average realized stock retum (as a proxy for the
expected return) and the market beta, as predicted by the asset pricing theory. However, as more
studies examined the model with later sample periods, the positive relation between the market
beta and the average realized stock returns disappeared (Fama & French, 1992; Lakonishock &
Shapiro, 1986; Reinganum, 1981). Fama and French (1992,1993 & 1995) not only investigated
the CAPM for the period of 1963 to 1990 and rejected the model, but also introduced two
additional factors, size and book-to-market equity, to the model. This new modified model is
called the Fama and French Three Factor (FF, here afier) Model. The FF model equation is as
follows:

Ri - R f

=phm- R , J S ~ S M B + ~ , H M Z + ~ ,

where,
R, = expected return on equity;

R, = risk free rate;
R , = expected market return;
SMB = size (small minus big based on 2 by 3 portfolios);
HML = book-to-market equity (lugh minus low based on 2 by 3 portfolios).
The FF model gained its popularity and has been used widely among researchers and
practitioners in recent years. It is now considered a better model than the CAPM. However, the
FF model is not without problems. One of the major issues with the FF model is its lack of
theoretical background. While the CAPM is considered the model with a strong theoretical
background, the FF model is considered an empirical model without a strong theoretical
background. Also, both FF and CAPM are not without other problems.
Fama and French (1997) examined the accuracy of the cost of equity (equivalently, the
expected return) estimates computed by using CAPM and the FF model, and concluded that
neither model provided precise or reliable estimates for cost of equity at both fum and industry
levels. They advanced two main reasons for the inaccuracy. First, they argued that estimates of
risk loadings are not accurate. For the CAPM, there is only the market beta and for the FF
model, there are three risk loadings including the beta. For both models, lustorical time-series
data should be used to estimate the risk loadings. They found a significant variation through
time in the risk loadings for both models. When they compared the two sets of estimates of the
beta using the full sample period of 1963 to 1994 data and only the past three years data, they
found no differences between the two estimates. In other words, despite the differences in the
risk loadings, there was no difference in equity premium.
The second problem resides in inaccurate estimates of risk factors. For the CAPM,
there is one risk factor for market premium and, for the F F model there are three risk factors
(i.e., market premium, size, and book-to-market equity). Because the expected market premium
is not observable, average realized market premium has been used as a proxy by using historical
time series data For the both models. Again, the variation of the estimates was found to be
significantlylarge through time. For the full sample period of 1963 to 1994, the mean value is
5.16% with the standard deviation of 2.71%. If we calculate the traditional plus-and-minus-twostandard-error intervals, the estimates below zero are more than 10%. They concluded that the
combination of these two problems results in imprecise estimates of the cost of equity.
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In a similar fashion, Elton (1999) criticized the use of the average realized retun as a
proxy for the expectcd market return in the asset pricing model. He argued that the use of the
average realized return as a proxy is based on a belief that the average realized return is an
unbiased estimate of the expected markct rcturn because over the period of a study, surprising
news in the market are likely canceled out. However, he asagreed with this view and provided
two major evidences against the belief as followings: 1) during 1973 to 1984 period, the average
realized return of the stock market was lower than the risk free rate, and 2) during 1927 to 1981
period, the average performance of risky long-term bonds was lower than thc risk free rate.
Elton (1999) argued that using the average realized return rate below the risk free rate as a proxy
of the expected markct return rate does not make sense because the enpecution of the market
r e m n on risky stocks cannot be lower than the risk free rate. The study concluded that the
average realized return seemed a vcry poor proxy for the expected market return and asserted the
need of developing alternative methods for cxanjlling asset pricing theories.

As discussed abovr, Fama and French (1997) and Elton (1999) established a strong
sentiment for the need for an alternative u7ayto test the asset pricing theories in the financial
economics field and the "implied cost of equity capital" approach was introduced to the fmance
and accounting literature as a response to the necd.
111. Implied Cost of Equity Capital
The implied cost of equity capital (in short, implied cost of equity or ICE, hereafter)
approach is not new to academic literature. Financial analysts have been using the method for a
while and typical fmance textbooks explain internal rate of rcturn (IRR) concept which is
equivalent to the ICE approach. However, in past, mainsrrcam accounting and finance literature
concentrated on using the average realized return as a proxy for the expected market return to
test the asset pricing theory until Botosan (1 997) introduced the ICE approach to the literature.
Soon aftcr Dotosan's study, more financial economists starred to use the ICE approach and as
the approach becamc more popular in the Jiterature, more comprehensive research on the
approach was motivated and conducted.

Thc ICE approach, as described above, is equivalent to calculating the internal ratc of
return (IRR). First, an equity valuation model (e.g., residual income model ot dividend model) is
assumed. Second, current sock price and analysts' short- and long-term earnings forecasts as
proxies for all expected fuhlre cash flows are introduced into the valuadon model. Finally, the
internal rate of return that equates the present value of all expected future cash flows to the
current stock price is solved. In orher words, this internal rate of return is the discount factor
that the market implicitly uses for the valuation purpose of the equity.

Finanaal economists postulated that the ICE approach may be beneficial in testing the
asset pricing theory because with this approach, researchers no longer need to use the average
realized return, which has been widely criticized For its inaccuracy (Elton, 199'); Fama & French,
1997, as a proxy for the expected market return. On the other hand, d ~ ICE
c approach may be
deficient because the approach uses the analysts' forecasdng data. The usc of analysts'
forecasting data has been investigated by several studies and it is generally concluded that the
analysts' forecasting data tend t o be overly opdmistic and slowly updated (Dechow & Sloan,
1907; Lys & Sohn, 1990). These possible problems may have a negative impact on calculating
the accurate estimates of the cost of equity. Guay, Kothari and Shu (2004) examined this timing
issue and found that the forecasting data wcre sluggish in updating. They suggested a remedy for
this "sluggishness" and more details about this issuc will be discussed in the foUowing section.
The major valuation models described in the follou.ing section are further explained in
the appendix in a more detailed manner.
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Study-by-Study Review
Because of the short history of the ICE literamre, the amount of the literature is limited.
Therefore, we will provide extensive and comprehensive discussion of relevant studies in this
section.
Botosan (1997) inaoduced the ICE approach to the financial economics literature by
utilizing the approach in examining the impact of the disclosure level on the cost of equity. First,
she described three ways to estimate the cost of equity at the fm lev& 1) average realized
return, 2) the CAPM estimate, and 3) the earnings-to-priceratio adjusted for growth and
dividend payout estimate. After she provided general pirfalls and improperness of the three
methods for her study purpose, she finally adopted the accounting based valuation model
developed by Edwards and Bell (1961), Ohlson (1995) and Feltham and Ohlson (1995). and
calculated the internal rate of return as estimates of the expected cost of equity. The study
attempted to confirm the validity of the estimates by investigating the relations of the estimates
with market beta and size. As theoretically expected, the estimates showed a positive relation
with market beta and a negative relation with fum size.
While Botosan (1997) made an important introduction of the ICE approach to the
fmancial economics literature, the reliability of the new estimate had not been comprehensively
examined. After Botosan (1997), one group of researchers started implementing the approach as
a tool for their smdies and the other group started extensively investigating the reliability of the
estimate derived from the approach. We focus our review on the literature of the second group
because until the reliability of the ICE approach is verified, the use of the approach as a tool may
have little meaning.
Ckus and Thomas (2001), and Gebhardt, Lee and Swaminathan (2001) explored the
ICE approach further with more comprehensive analyses. Claus and Thomas (2001) argued that
the Ibbotson Associate estimate for the equity premium (on average eight percent) is too high
for recent years even though it has been widely accepted and used in the academic literamre.
The study used the dividend and the residual income valuation (RIV)models to estimate the
implied equity risk premium as a proxy for the unobservable expected equity risk premium for
the period of 1985 to 1998 and found that the implied equity premium esrimates, especially
computed by the RIV model, are considerably lower than the Ibbotson Associate rate. They
examined the data from five other counmes and found similar outcomes. The overall results
showed that the equity premium calculated by the RIV model was as low as three percent while
the estimate calculated by the dividend model was doser to the Ibbotson Associate rate. The
authors argued that the RIV model provides more accurate estimates than the dividend model
for three reasons. First, while the RIV model requires a growth rate assumption for a limited
number of valuation components (e.g., components for terminal value calculation) with some
Gxed components (e.g., current book value and abnormal earnings for years before the terminal
period), the dividend model requires a growth rate assumption for all valuation components. In
other words, the portion of the equity value computed by assumed growth rates is smaller when
employing the RIV model and therefore, the estimates of the risk premium are consequently
more reliable than when using the dividend model. Second, the growth rate used in calculating
the terminal value in perpetuity is less abstract and easier to measure using economic intuition
when employing the RIV model. Lastly, under the RIV model, several value relevant indicators,
for example, price-to-book ratios, price-to-earnings ratios, and return on equity, can be derived.
Therefore, better understandings of the future fmancial picture can be obtained under
implementations of different growth rates. While Claus and Thomas (2001) provided one of the
fiist detailed examinations on the ICE approach, the study did not conduct any empirical
analyses to compare the relative reliability of nvo sets of estimates from the dividend and RIV
models. Superiority of the estimate from the RIV model was assumed logically, but not
empirically.
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Gebhardt, et al. (2001) performed comprehensive analyses on the ICE approach, but
used only the residual income valuation model to calculate the estimates. After estimating the
ICE, the study investigated the relation between ICE and 14 firm characteristics representing
five risk categories: market voladity, leverage, liquidity and information environment, variability
and predictabdity of earnings, and pricing anomalies. The analyses on the relation were
first to venfy the validity of the estimate as a reliable proxy for the cxpccted return
and secondly to identify key variables for the additional forecasting
tests. Overall
- regression
results showed that the estimates are valid according to the asset pricing theory with the book-tomarket equity being the single most important variable. One of the surprising results was that
the relation between thc ICE estimate and beta appeared to be negative in a univariate test, but
became positive in a multivariate test. However, the positive relation became sratisricdy
insignificant when an industry measure was included in the model, which suggests a limited role
of the beta in a multivariate test and in an industry specitic setting, such as, the hospitality setting.
However, this is an empirical question that remains unexamined under the hospitality setdng and
therefore, it is a possible future study. I n performing forecasting regression tests in Gebhardt, et
aL (2001), four significant fum characteristics were included: book-to-market equity, dispersion
in analysts' forccasts, long-tenn consensus analyst pow& forecast, and Industry mean risk
premium from the prior year. The study fist carried out an yearly regression analysis and found
that the four €urn characteristics explain from 38% to 70% of the cross-sectional variation in the
current year's ICE. Next, the study used the coefficients of the four-variable regression model
from the previous year along with inserting the data of the four current fum characteristics into
the model to estimate a predicted implied cost of equity. Finally, the study performed a
regression analysis by setting the next year's ICE as dependent variable and the implied cost of
equity predicted from current year's regression as the indcpcndent variable. The results generally
indicated that the regression showed a reasonable predictability. This is a good signal for
developing a viable cost of equity prediction model and the hospitality researchers are certainly
encouraged to make an attempt to develop an industry specific cost of equity prediction model.
W e Claus and Thomas (2001) and Gebhardt et al. (2001) made more exclusive and
comprehensive evaluation on the ICE approach, no empirical compausons between the
estimates derived from different equity valuation models were examined. There are several wellknown and widely used equity valuation models (e.g., dividend, residual income valuation, and
Ohlson-Juettner models), and the estimates calculated from using these models differ from each
other because the assumptions made in implemendng each model differ from each other.
Therefore, it is an open empirical question to determine which specific model provides the most
reliable estimates among the competing models. Following studies particularly investigated this
issue.
Botosan and Plwnlee (2002) assessed the construct validity of four alternative proxies
for the expected cost of equity capital (r). The four alternative proxies were estimated by using
the classic dividend discount model, the Gordon dividend model, Ohlson-Juetmer model
(Ohlson & Juettner-Nauroth, 2003), and the price-earnings-growth (PEG) model. The study
used these four models to esdmate thc ICE with the data for 1979 to 1993 obtained from the
fmancial publication V&e Line. They examined the theoretically suggested relationship benveen
the estimates and two tisk factors (i.e., market beta by the CAPM and fm size). Based on the
CAPM, cost of equity capital is expected to increase as the market beta increases - a positive
relationship. Therefore h s positive association was examined between the four proxies and the
market beta. Berk (1995) suggested that if some unknown risk factors were omitted from the
empirical model, there will be a negative relationship between cost of equity capital and size.
This argument is dependent on the common notion of a negative association berween the fmn
size and the risk in general. Therefore, if the model does not include all necessary risk factors,
some unknown risk factors excluded from this incomplete model will he captured by the firm
size variable. This inverse relationship was also examined between the four proxies and the firm
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size. Based on these two and some additional tests (i.e., relationship with earnings growth
leverage, book-to-price, and price momentum), the study concluded that two alternative proxies
estimated by the classic dividend discount model and the price-earnings-growth (PEG) model
performed better in representing cost-of-equity capital than the Gordon dividend and OhlsonJuetmer model. This study is slightly different from other studies in using the Valueline
forecasting data while others usually use I/B/E/S data. In addition, this study did not evaluate
the residual income valuation model which has been empirically suggested as the best model to
calculate the ICE by the majority of other studies. For the hospitality accounting and fmance
literature, limited data is one of the major problems. It is not clear that which database, in this
case I/B/E/S or Value Line, provides more and better information for the hospitality industry
and it will be worthwhile to investigate the issue.
Gode and Mohamam (2003) used three equity valuation models, Ohlson-Juettner (On
and two versions of residual income valuation (RIV) models, to estimate the implied risk
premium (RP) as a proxy for the expected risk premium. The first version of RIV (hence forth
RIVl) is as implemented in Gebhardt et al. (2001) and the second version (hence forth RIV2) is
as in Liu et al. (2002). The study conducted three relation tests to perform their comparison: 1)
relation between the implied RP and several risk factors, 2) relation between the implied RP and
predicted implied RP by using the prior year's regression coefficients, and 3) relation between the
implied RP and realized subsequent RP. The risk factors examined were beta, unsystematic risk,
earnings variability, leverage, and size, and the both OJ and RIVl models appeared to have valid
relationships with these risk factors. In the second relation test, the RIVl model outperformed
the OJ model by relatively big difference. However, the study still argued that the OJ model
presented its usefulness in forecasting regression setdng. The results of the thud test showed
that the RIVl model performed better in predicting one- and nvo-year realized RP than the OJ
model and the both models performed well in predicting three-year realized RP. The study
generally concluded that the OJ model performed relatively well when we consider possible
limitations of the model assumptions, such as, in the 0 J model, book values and industry
nrofitabilitv are not assumed. Additionallv.
,, the studv, sueeested that we should exclude loss Fums
when calculating the industry median ROE to make improvements on the RIV estimates
although further investigation is necessary. In spite of the general conclusions made by the
study, the overall resu~ts~resented
that the R I v l model ourperformed the OJ model and
therefore the RIVl model should be implemented whenever possible. The study also exhibited
comprehensive relation tests to evaluate the relative reliab~lityof the ICE estimates and these
three methods, at least, should be considered and implemented when evaluating the esiimates in
future studies.

-

Easton and Monahan (2003) employed a different method to evaluate the relative
reliability of the ICE estimates. Vuolteenaho (2002) proposed a model that the realized return
consists of three components; expected return, cash flow news and return news. Cash flow news
represent changes in expectations about f u m e cash flows and return news represent changes in
expectations about future return rates. Subtraction of the return news from the sum of expected
return and cash flow news results in realized return. In performing a regression analysis based
on this model, if the estimated coefficients are different from one, the difference represents
measurement error in the components. By applying the econometcic methods presented by
Garber and Klepper (1980) and Barth (1991), these differences can be used to compute the
measurement emor variances. The study subsequently used the measurement error variances to
evaluate the relative reliability of the ICE estimates. Six equity valuation models were applied to
estimate the ICE and those six estimates were empirically compared for superiority in
representing the expected cost of equity. General results revealed that the estimate by the
simplest price-to-fonvard earnings (PFE) model performed at least as good as the other more
complicated valuation models. Residual income model as implemented in Gebhardt, et al. (2001)
performed the best among the more complicated models. Although this study differed from
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other studies in the method it adopted to evaluate the estimates, the condusions were no
different Even though the study concluded that the simplest model, the PFE model, performed
at least as good as the other more complicated vduation models, the residual income vduation
model performed as good as or sometimes better than the PFX model. The study seemed to
maLe an emphasis on the PEE model in its conclusion because it is the simplest model, but in
overall the results suggested that the residual income modd is sdll one of the best models.
There are two studies that expanded the examination of the ICE estimates to the
international setting (Sbrijder, 2004; Chen, Jorgensen, & Yoo, 2004). Scbrijder (2004) adopted
two different versions for each of two leading equity valuation modcls (i.c., dividend model and
residual income valuation model) to estimate the ICE. The study was conducted with a sample
of European companies for 2003. The two versions differ in how many stages the model
assumes. The study used "two-stage" and "three-stage" formula The two-stage formula
consists of growth period and stable growth period, while the three-stage formula includes an
additional transition period. These two different versions applied to each of the two equity
valuation models and as a result, the four different sets of ICE were estimated. To determine the
relative reliabdity of the estimates, the study examined relation between each of the four
estimates and several factors including market beta, standard deviation of monthly stock retruns
over the last 60 months, book-to-market equity, firmsize, dividend yield, and price-earnings
ratio. In general, the study results suggested that the dividend models performed better than the
residual income valuation models. In addition to the relation test, the estimates were regressed
on actual subsequent realized stock returns of each of following four quarters to investigate the
predicdng power. Again, the dividend models performed better than the residual income models
in forecasting regressions. This result is inconsistent with most other study results concluding
the residual income valuation model as the best model (Claus &Thomas, 2001; Guay et al., 2004;
Easton & Monahan, 2003; Chen et al., 2004). However, two things should be mentioned. First,
the study sample was European companies, nor U.S. companies. Therefore, the results may not
be generalizable to U.S. companies. Second, the study used the data collected as of 18 March
2003 rcflccting only one point of time. This is a big limitation of the study because with the
limited sample period, the study suffers from the generalizabity problem not only to U.S.
companies in general, but also even to European samples for other times.
Chen et al. (2004) is the other international study evaluating the rektive reliability of the
ICE estimates calculated by using two different valuation models - residual income valuation
(RIV)model and Ohlson-Juettner (OJ) model - in seven developed countries. The study
proposed that the RIV model would provide better estimates in the cvunPies where the clean
surplus relation holds well while the OJ model would provide better estimates in the countries
where the clean surplus relation does not hold well. This proposal was made because the clean
surplus is the required assumption to convert the dividend model into the RIV model while the
OJ model relaxed this assumption. First, the study measured the ex post deviations for each
country by the difference between the comprehensive income and the net income scaled by the
book value of equity to determine the level of the clean surplus relation. The analyses suggested
that the dean surplus relation held better in US., Japan, Australia and Canada and less in the
European countries (i.e., U.K., France and Germany). The study performed the relation test
between the ICE estimates and five risk factors (market beta, market value of equity, debt-tm
market ratio, dispersion of analyst earning forecasts, and idiosyncratic risk) to evaluate the
relative reliability of the estimates. ?he study concluded that the results supported its proposal
by showing that the esdmates by the RIV model in general worked better in the counuies where
the clean surplus held well and the estimates by the OJ model in general worked better than or
equally well with thc estimates by the RIV model in the counmes where the dean surplus held
less well. However, the residual income model agam in this study presented its abiity to provide
the reliable estimates by showing that its estimates were often as good as the OJ model estimates
even in the European samples.
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Shrbder (2004) and Chen, et al. (2004) provided possible issues we should consider
regarding the ICE approach in an international setting. Because of increasing
internationalization of business, it is important to study the cost of capital issues in an
international setting. However data limitation will be a major issue especially for the hospitality
industry.
Guay, et al. (2004), one of the most recent studies, compared the estimates of the cost of
equity from five different models. Four of these five estimates were calculated by the ICE
approaches and the kst estimate was by the Fama and French three factor (FF) model. Foui
equity valuation models for the ICE approach are: 1) residual income valuation model as
implemented in Gebhardt, et al. (2001), 2) residual income valuation model as implemented in
Claus and Thomas (2001), 3) fmite horizon Gordon model, and 4) Ohlson-Juettner (OJ) model
as implemented in Gode and Mohanram (2003). Inconsistent with most other studies, Guay, et
al. (2004) employed the method that analyzed the relation between the ICE estimates and the
subsequent realized return as their main and sole methodology to evaluate the relative reliability
of the estimates because according to a theory, the current cost of equity should have a positive
relation with the subsequent realized return. The study results on both fm and industry levels
indicated that all five estimates did not appear to have any significant relation with the
subsequent realized return. The study made arguments on why the ICE estimates could be
imprecise by providing three possible reasons. First, because the study had to use the forecasting
data from I/B/E/S, the only available sample period was for 19 years from 1982 to 2000. The
period was relatively short and therefore provided only limited power with a small sample size.
Second, several assumptions are necessary in implementing an equity valuation model to estimate
the ICE, for example, the growth rates applying to several different stages. These assumptions
inevitably contain errors and subsequently the estimates calculated by the valuation models are
imprecise. Third, forecasting data used in estimation process may not be updated on a timely
basis. This possible "sluggishness" could result in a biased estimate. The fnst two potential
problems could not be examined further by the study because the nature of the problems
precludes easy solutions. However, the last problem, the "sluggishness" in analysts' forecasting
data, was further investigated and the study proposed a remedy for this problem. Additional
analysis revealed that the bias resulted from the sluggishness was associated with recent stock
performance. Therefore, the study included the recent stock performance in the regression
analysis to control for the bias and found that the overall performance of the ICE estimates
improved. Among the estimates from the four valuation models, the RIV model estimate
performed the best. The results also showed that the FF model estimates are imprecise as
suggested by Fama and French (1997). The error in analysts' forecasting data is one of the major
bias sources in implementation of the ICE approach. Future studies in this field should
therefore consider the remedy suggested by Guay, et al. (2004) to deal with this bias, if not
developing additional alternative methods.

Applications to the Hospitality Industry
AU of the studies discussed in the preceding review section are from the mainstream
accounting and fmance literature. The ICE approach has never been introduced to the
hospitality literature. Our critical review of the ICE approach is to not only provide information
to the hospitality researchers but also to encourage researchers to implement the approach in
their own studies in the hospitality field. We believe that the ICE approach will open a new
research topic area to hospitality academicians and we propose two main applications here.
First, the hospitality research can explore which equity valuation model estimate works
best in the hospitality setting. The hospitality industry includes several subset industries, such as,
lodging, restaurants, airline, and recreation. It would be clearly beneficial to investigate each
subset industry individually, given data availability, because each subset industries presents
unique characteristics from each other. In evaluating the relative reliabhty of the different ICE
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estimates, the comprehensive methods used by other researchers and described in the critical
review section of this paper should be employed. Three main methodologies that have been
performed and are widely accepted. They are: 1) relation test between the ICE estimates and risk
factors, 2) relation test between the ICE estimates and the subsequent realized stock return, and
3) relation test between the ICE estimates and the predicted implied cost of equity estimates by
using thc prior year's implied cost of equity regression coefficients. In addition to these three
main methods, we should always attunpt to reduce any bias rooted from rhe emor in thc
analysts' forecasting data as discussed in reviewing the Guay, et al. (2004) study.
Second, if we identify which model provides the best estimate for the hospitality
industry, then we can use that pamcular model to estimate the ICE as a proxy for thc expected
cost of equity and use it as one of our studies' main variables like some studies in financial
economics literature (Botosan, 1997; Chcng, Collins, & Huang, 2003; Dhaliwal, Krull, Li, &
Moser, 2004; Had,& Leuz, 2004; Hribar, &Jenkins, 2004, Lee, & Ng,2003; M d h d , Walther, &
Willis, 2004; Wang, & Jagannathan, 2004). For example, Botosan (1997) exammed the relation
between the disdosure level and the cost of equity. The study used the ICE approach m
estimate the cost of equity, one of the main variables for the investigation.
If the proxy we have used for the expected cost of equity in past is imprease, the results
derived from the previous studies may not be valid either. Consequently, more research
regarding the cost of equity issue is encouraged. This new research might be conducted by
implementing the ICE approach. Possible wpics can be explored in areas, such as, capital
smcture, budgeting, diwlosure level, multi-national issue, corporate investment decision, and
equity valuation.

Conclusion
The implied cost of equity (ICE) approach is a relatively new method and has never
been inuoduced m the hospitality literahue. In this paper, we provide the critical review of the
literature of the ICE approach along with relevant comments and possible applications for the
hospitality industry. We believe that the approach will provide a good way to estimate the
expected return (or cost of equity) and encourage the hospitality researchers to implement the
approach for their studies. There are many opportunities in this area and we hope that this
approach will enrich the hospitality literature.
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Appendix
Valuation Models
The Ren'dual Income I/oluation Model jai inphmented in G~bhardGef ol. (2001):

-re
-B,_, + T V ,
2 FROE,
(1 + re Y
FROE, re
FROE,, -re
2--------BI-I
B,
(I + rc Y
re(l+reY1

Po

=;

Bo +

1-1

TV =

-

+

1

1-4

where,
Po= current share price at year 0

B,, = book value from the most recent financial statement divided by the number of
shares
outstanding in the current month
re= cost of equity or, equivalently, shareholders' expected rate o f return

FROE, = forecasted return o n equity (ROE) at time t . For the fust three years, I
compute this variable as FEPS, l B,_l,where FEPS, is the I/B/E/S mean forecasted EI'J
for year t and B,-, is the book value per share for ycar t - 1. Beyond the third gear, T forecast
FROE using a linear interpolation to the industry median ROE.
B, = B,.l + FEPS, FDPS, ,where FDPS, is the forecasted dividend per share at

-

time t , estimated using the current dividend payout ratio

(k,,).

Specifically, it is assumed that

FDPS, = FEPS, * kD,".
The Rrn'dua/ltrcon~eValuation hlodel iar itnphmented in Chus and Thomar (200 1J1.

where.
Po= current share p ~ i c ea t ycar 0

e, = earnings forecast at year t
Bo = book value from the most recent financ~alstatement divided by the number of
shwrs
outstanding in the current month
ne, = e, -re (B,_,)- expecred abnormal earnings at year t, or forecasr accounting
earnings less a charge for the cost of equity
r, = cost of equity or, equivalentiy, shareholders' expectcd rate of return

ginf,,, = p e r p e ~ a growth
l
rate beyond year 5, equal t o the inflation rate, (=

r, -3%)
rI = risk free rate (10-year Treasury bond rate)
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Thc T m S t m t DividmdModel/nr imphmented in Shmak (2004)l:

The nne-St*

Po =

5

Didend .Mo&i [aimpkmcnted in Shddcr (2004)J:

FDPS,

+

FDPS,

+

FDPS~,,(1 + g G D p )

whcre,
Po = current share price at year 0

FDPS, = forecasted dividends per share at the end of year t
re= cost of cquity or, equivalendy, shareholders' expected rate of recum
gGDp= perpetual growth rate beyond year 5, equal w long-term GDP growth rate
The Oh6n-Juetinm(On Modeljar impkmnted in Go& e9Mohanram (2003)]:

FEPS,
Po =re

+ [FEPS2 - FEPS, - re(FEPS, - FDPS,)]
''(re - g,ofration )

where,
Po = current share price at year 0

FEPS, = forecasted EPS at year 1
FDPS, = forecasted dividends per share, at the end of year 1
re= cost of equity or, equivalently, shareholders' expccted rate of return

gmf
r,. - 3%)
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= perpetual growth rate beyond year 5, equal to the inflation rate, (=
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